What does space look like in CS? Mapping out the relationship between spatial skills
and CS aptitude
Overview
Spatial Skills: cognitive skills relating to consolidation and understanding of space and
spatial structures and operations

Spatial Encoding Strategy Theory: developing spatial skills leads to better strategies for
encoding representations of non-verbal information and identifying landmarks to orient information

What are Spatial Skills?
Spatial skills are cognitive skills relating to the
mental consolidation and understanding of spatial structures and operations. Spatial tasks include rotating 3-dimensional objects, identifying
patterns from obscured environments and using
maps.

Effective chunking frees up WM space .
More complex representations can be held
at once. More information and multiple
mental models can be held at once

What does this look like in CS?
How does this help in CS? How are these
skills applicable?

Spatial Skills and STEM Success: Spatial Encoding Strategy Theory
Lauren Margulieux [5] presents a theory for the relationship between spatial skills and success in
STEM domains. The theory connects generalisable
spatial skills with neuro structures in the hippocampus—grid and place cells—which are used to
encode non-verbal information into pseudo-spatial
representations.
This could apply to all non-verbal encoding, which
is why spatial skills appear to be transferable
across contexts where other apparently generic
skills are not.

Therefore, good spatial skills permit more nonverbal information to be encoded and oriented using up less working memory. This in turn allows
more complex representations and more representations at a time to be held in memory.

Developing spatial skills (i.e., visualization, relations, and orientation) helps people to develop
generalizable strategies for 1) encoding mental
representations of non-verbal information, including 2) identifying useful landmarks to orient the representation.
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A general, non-exhaustive set of skills which could
be derived from Spatial Encoding Strategy theory
are:
•

The ability to hold multiple representations in
one’s head

•

The ability to hold complex representations in
one’s head

•

The ability to track overlapping or interconnected mental models

Since these skills can be traced back to non-verbal
encoding strategies utilised in the grid and place
cells, then it is possible that training one’s spatial
skills—and developing these strategies—will improve these skills too.
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with examples below. Therefore, I suggest that students with good spatial skills are more capable
when it comes to the cases highlighted below
thanks to their non-verbal encoding strategies, and
developing these skills in students (perhaps before
university-level study) will be valuable for them.
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The theory states that:
Spatial skills are associated with success in STEM
domains. Students with better spatial skills tend
to do better and academically progress further in
several observed STEM subjects and degrees, and
spatial skills training can appear to improve STEM
outcomes (including CS specifically).
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and transition between
several layers of abstraction in order to answer
coding questions [1]

Robbins examines Dual Process
Theory as a context for exploring
cognition in CS. Of particular interest is the application of Sys-
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explain successes in multiple CS
contexts [6]
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Sorva’s PhD thesis) on defining
CER, which he ultimately states
as: “Computing education research is about understanding
how people develop robust models of notional machines, and how
we can help them achieve those
mental models” [3]

